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At FUSE, we are bowhunters first. Everything else follows that simple fact. Because 
we hunt, we know how much of a beating accessories can get in the back country. 
From horse back to back pack, to boulder fields and treestands, it gets rough out there. 
That’s why the high-performance accessories we design and engineer are built to with-
stand every punishing test they’ll face in the wild. Our products will give you confidence 
in the moment that matters most. When it comes to high quality accessories, look no 
further than Fuse. They’re built to perform. They’re built to last. They’re built to hunt. 

FUSE ACCESSORIES,
BUILT TO HUNT.
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CARBON BLADE™ SIGHTS
All-new Carbon Blade sights are equipped with 
an adjustable sight rail, built from our revolutionary 
Carbon Blade frame for the ultimate in strength 
and low mass weight. 3rd axis leveling and hi-tech, 
bright, steel encased .019 fiber pins in 3, 5 or 7 
pin configurations are standard. Available in micro 
(M-Series) or standard (G-Series) gang adjust and 
in Realtree Xtra, AP, Max-1 and Black Out.

INTERCEPTOR™ SIGHTS
Small, compact and lightweight, Interceptor sight 
options include standard or micro gang adjust with 
3, 5 or 7 pin arrays with durable, precise .019 steel 
encased pins. All Interceptor sights offer 3rd axis 
leveling and are available in RealtreeXtra, AP, Max-
1 or Black Out.

PROFIRE™ SIGHTS
New for 2013, The ProFire is packed with the 
hottest features and ready to hunt at a price that 
leaves plenty of budget for extra deer tags. Thanks 
to over 12 inches of wrapped fiber optics, preci-
sion-built metal pins deliver blazing brightness to 
light up the target. Available in 3 or 5 pin configura-
tions and comes standard in black.

SIGHT LITE 
The perfect shot often presents itself in less-than-
ideal conditions. When hunting from a ground 
blind or in other low-light situations, the FUSE 
Sight Lite dramatically brightens your sight pins – 
giving you the confidence to make the shot. Sight 
Lite is compatible with any sight that accepts a 
3/8-24 NF or 1/4-28 NF thread sight light.
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BILL WINKE
Midwest Whitetail



SIGHTS

n CARBON BLADE FRAME 
n 3, 5, OR 7 PIN CONFIGURATIONS

n MICRO OR GANG ADJUST
n 3RD AXIS LEVELING

n STEEL ENCASED PINS 
n 3, 5, or 7 PIN CONFIGURATIONS

n MICRO OR GANG ADJUST
n 3RD AXIS LEVELING

n WRAPPED FIBER OPTICS 
n 3 OR 5 PIN CONFIGURATIONS

n BUBBLE LEVEL
n PRECISION-BUILT METAL PINS

CARBON BLADE

INTERCEPTOR PROFIRE



QUIVERS
SWITCH 5-3 
n 5 & 3 ARROW CONVERTIBLE 
n CARBON BLADE FRAME
n POWER CLAMP QD SYSTEM
n SINGLE OR DOUBLE GRIPPER

SATORI STREAMLINE 
n 6-ARROW QUIVER 
n CARBON ROD SPANNER
n POWER CLAMP QUICK DETACH
n SHOCK ROD TECHNOLOGY

BANSHEE
n 4-ARROW QUIVER 
n CO-MOLDED HOOD
n SINGLE OR DOUBLE GRIPPER
n QUICK DETACH

SATORI LITE

VENTERA LITE



Switch 5-3™

Two quivers in one. The unique design of the 
Switch lets you convert from a 5 arrow to 3 arrow 
quiver. Single or double gripper options for fixed 
or mechanical broadheads, high tech Carbon 
Blade spanner and advanced Power Clamp 
quick-detach system leave no question that the 
Switch quiver does it all.

SATORI™ STREAMLINE™

Had enough of heavy, bulky quivers that sit far 
from your bow causing additional unbalance?
Enter the new Satori Streamline quick-detach 
quiver, a close and tight fitting quiver for better 
balance and a more compact and accurate 
bowhunting rig. With stealthy silence in mind, 
patented Shock Rod Technology kills unwanted 
noise and vibration. The long-span design grips 
arrows like a 2-piece quiver but is detachable 
for easy removal and holds 6 arrows, but with 
the added security of a longer span to eliminate 
annoying arrow rattle.

BANSHEE™

Extra light, super reliable and no-nonsense per-
formance is what you get with the new Banshee 
4-arrow quick-detach quiver. Unlike ordinary 
“hollow” quiver hoods that are loud, the special-
ly designed comolded hood is whisper quiet. 
Banshee’s arrow grippers will secure both small 
and large diamger arrows. Offered in single or 
double gripper options for fixed or mechanical 
broadheads.

SATORI™ AND VENTERA™ LITE
The single gripper, 6-arrow Satori Lite and double 
gripper, 5-arrow Ventera Lite quick-detach quivers 
are main stays in the Fuse line up. Popular for their 
light weight, durable design, both quivers feature 
Shock Rod Technology to dampen vibration and 
kill noise and provide two industry leading options 
for fixed and mechanical broadheads.
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CARBON BLADE™

HUNTER SERIES
There is nothing else like them. The patent-pending 
Carbon Blade stabilizers are one-of-a-kind with 
their sleek aerodynamic shape and advanced 
hunting design. Fluted carbon, 8  individual Shock 
Rods and a strategically placed Doinker® all work 
together to kill shot noise and vibration, making 
them a top choice for serious bowhunters. Avail-
able in 6.5”, 8.5”, 10” & 11.5” configurations.

CARBON BLADE SIDEKICK™

The SideKick is specifically designed to counter the 
weight of accessories such as quivers and sights. 
By offsetting the weight to the shelf side of your 
bow, you get better balance and a steadier shot.

AXIUM PRO™

After more than 5 years of relentless and reliable 
performance in the field, the Axium gets a much 
deserved upgrade. The Axium Pro still boasts 
all the noise crushing features that made it our 
top selling stabilizer like the tapered Doinker and 
Shock Rods but now in a lighter, more compact, 
effective design.  Available in 2”, 4” and 6” lengths.

FLEXBLADE™

FlexBlade gives bowhunters the advantages of the 
advanced Carbon Blade design but at a budget 
friendly price. Innovative “spines” work to minimize 
all traces of unwanted shot noise and vibration, 
making your bow quieter and smoother to shoot. 
Available in Black Out and camo.

All FUSE Stabilizers (except FlexBlade) available 
in Realtree Xtra, Realtree AP, RealtreeMax-1 and 
Black Out. FlexBlade available in Black Out and 
camo.
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MICHAEL WADDELL
Host, Bone Collector and Realtree Roadtrips



STABILIZERS

n CARBON BLADE 6.5” (4.6 oz.) 
n CARBON BLADE 8.5” (4.8 oz.)

n CARBON BLADE 10” (5 oz.)
n CARBON BLADE 11.5” (8 oz.)

CARBON BLADE HUNTER™ SERIES

n OFFSET STABILIZATION n CARBON BLADE 6.5” (7.2 oz.) 
CARBON BLADE SIDEKICK™

n 6.5” (4.6 oz.) 
FLEXBLADE™

AXIUM™

PRO 6”
n 6.8 oz.

AXIUM™

PRO 4”
n 5.4 oz.

AXIUM™

PRO 2”
n 3.5 oz.



FUSE ULTRA REST™

Capture rests are a must for stealthy bowhunters while drop 
away rests are essential for bowhunters who demand ultimate 
accuracy. The FUSE Ultra Rest gives you both by securing the 
arrow when in the loaded position and during let-downs but 
dropping away when you shoot, providing perfect arrow clear-
ance. FUSE Ultra Rest is your premium choice in arrow rests 
and is available in anodized Realtree camo and black. 

FUSE WHISKER BISCUIT™

It’s tough to beat the simplicity and reliability of the FUSE Whis-
ker Biscuit. An extra-sturdy mounting bracket with vertical and 
horizontal adjustment make tuning simple while Shock Rods 
give you the added benefit of noise and vibration damping.

FUSE ACCULAUNCH™

Three different models of FUSE Acculaunch all share the same 
bullet proof design but in different launcher styles. The Blade 
is a favorite among target and 3D shooters and comes with 
a .010 spring steel blade. The Fall-Away provides complete 
arrow clearance and the Prong is simple and easy to set up.

ULTRA REST
n COMPLETE CONTAINMENT
n VELOCITY DROP-AWAY TECHNOLOGY 

ACCULAUNCH
PRONG

ACCULAUNCH
BLADE

ACCULAUNCH
FALL-AWAY

WHISKER BISCUIT
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CLINCH DUAL CALIPER™ The Clinch Dual Caliper 
release features an improved jaw radius ideal for use with a string 
loop. The one-piece, ergonomic trigger links to a precision roller 
sear system for an exceptionally smooth and consistent trigger 
pull. Full sensitivity adjustment on the trigger means you can dial 
in the trigger response for unbelievable accuracy and a great feel. 
Dual Caliper is available in both black and Realtree® AP™ camo.

CLINCH BARREL™

The FUSE Clinch Barrel model releases feature a patented, three-
hole hardware adjustment system to fine tune your individual draw 
length for a solid, in-line path from string to trigger. Available in 
both black and Realtree® AP™ camo.

CLINCH CFT™

Clinch Custom Fit Technology (CFT) releases feature a proven 
and patented high strength nylon connector that allows for preci-
sion length adjustment. This creates a perfect fit and a reliable and 
repeatable anchor, critical to consistent and accurate shooting. 
Available in both black and Realtree® AP™ camo.

CLINCH BARREL

CLINCH CFT

CLINCH DUAL CALIPER
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PACKAGE A
n PROFIRE 3-PIN, WRAPPED
 FIBER OPTIC SIGHT
n	 BANSHEE 4-ARROW
 QUICK-DETACH QUIVER
n	 FLEXBLADE STABILIZER
n	 WHISKER BISCUIT ARROW REST
n	 WRIST SLING
n		PEEP SIGHT AND ALIGNMENT TUBE 

FUSE STRING COLOR OPTIONS:
Buckskin/Black, Silver/White, Flo Green/Black, Red/Black, Flo Pink/Black,

Silver/Black, Buckskin/White, Flo Yellow/Black, Flo Orange/Black, Blue/Black  

PACKAGE B
n PROFIRE 3-PIN, FIBER OPTIC SIGHT
n	 BANSHEE 4-ARROW
 QUICK-DETACH QUIVER
n	 WHISKER BISCUIT ARROW REST 

FUSE ACCESSORY PACKAGES
Spend more time hunting and less time shopping. FUSE elim-
inates all the worry of choosing the right accessories for your 
bow by providing everything you need in one single package. 
Better yet, FUSE accessory packages will save you big bucks 
over buying each component individually. See your FUSE 
dealer for details.

FUSE STEALTHSHOT™

Meticulously engineered to create a clean release of the arrow 
from the string while destroying noise and vibration, the patent-
ed Stealth StealthShot’s recoil-reducing action can mean the 
difference between eating tag soup or tenderloins. Featuring a 
super strong, incredibly lightweight rod affixed to an improved, 
low-durometer elastomeric component, StealthShot also 
reduces arm slap.

FUSE CUSTOM STRINGS AND CABLES
FUSE strings and cables are constructed, twisted and served 
under a preload of hundreds of pounds on a computer con-
trolled, custom built FUSE Continuous Tension Technology™ 
string machine. This provides a level of performance unattain-
able with ordinary construction techniques. Finishing touches 
are performed by hand craftsmen and rigorously tested and 
custom formulated to provide the ultimate shooting system for 
your bow. Made from BCY string materials and available in an 
array of colors. 

FUSE STEALTHSHOT

PACKAGES,
DAMPERS & STRINGS
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GROWS WITH YOU
Freestyle features simple, modular draw 

length adjustment in 1/2-inch increments 
without the need of a bow press, ensuring 

proper fit for a wide range of shooters.

INTREPID™ 60”
Crafted from exotic wood laminates and high-tech glass 
elements, the beautifully sculpted 60” FUSE Intrepid is perfect 
for traditional archers who demand elegant design and fast, 
smooth-shooting, consistent performance. Featuring an 
extensive lineup of ATA standard accessory mounts, including 
a stabilizer mount, Intrepid is the ideal choice for shooters who 
crave classic design, accuracy and easy handling. Offered in 
30-60# ATA standard weights in five-pound increments.

FOCUS™ 48”, 54”, 62” & 66”
Need a great starter bow for backyard family fun or an aspiring 
JOAD shooter? Look no further than the FUSE Focus. The 
Focus series is the clear choice for backyard fun or competi-
tive shooting, offering low mass weight, custom craftsmanship, 
the highest quality components, standard accessory mounts 
for sights and stabilizers, easy-handling performance and 
wallet-friendly value. Focus is available in 12-28#* and lengths 
of 48”, 54”, 62” and 66” to give shooters customizable options 
when looking for the ideal starter or intermediate bow.

THE FREESTYLE™ PACKAGE
The FUSE Freestyle package includes everything shooters 
need to get started, including a 2-piece, 4-arrow quiver, a 
lightweight arm guard, a 3-pin fiber optic sight, a full-capture 
arrow rest, a brass nock set and three arrows. Available in 
Realtree camo.

29” 6½” 2.3 LBS.
AXLE-TO-AXLE BRACE HEIGHT MASS WEIGHT

10-25+ 14-24” (½” INCREMENTS)
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John Dudley (Nock On)

Doug Denton

Jeremy Eldredge Jeff Waring Brady Miller Drake Shurley Shawn Lytle Harry Dudley

Sharon Dudley (Nock On)

Randy Ulmer Bill Winke (Midwest Whitetail)

Michael Little Cameron Hanes Chris Ladd

Kevin Wilson Zak Kurtzhals

Randy WalkMike Luper

Bob Robb Joey NelsonDanny FarrisAshleigh Byers

Nick Mundt
(Bone Collector, Realtree Road Trips)

Travis “T-Bone” Turner
(Bone Collector, Realtree Road Trips)

Craig Morgan
(All Access Outdoors TV Show)

Michael Waddell
(Bone Collector, Realtree Road Trips)



Brady Ellison USACara Fernandez USA Crispin Duenas CAN

Albina Loginova RUS

Seppie Cilliers RSAReo Wilde USA

Rick van der Ven NED

Cynthia Williams CANSander Dolderman NED

Peter Elzinga NED

Dan McCarthy USA

Ivana Buden CRO Jame Jamison USASandrine Vandionant FRAPascale LeBecque FRA

Viktoria Balzhanova RUS Marcus Laube GER Kevin Wilkey USA Laura Longo ITA

Rod Menzer USA



Doinker and additional weights sold separately. See next page for info on weights.

FUSE Carbon Blade offers the ideal 
height-to-width and elliptical airfoil shape 
providing for an up-to 70% reduction in 
wind drag compared to conventional round 
shape stabilizers. This provides a critical 
advantage in aiming and shot execution in 
adverse wind conditions – proven time and 
again in the inaugural competition season 
of the now-legendary Carbon Blade.

CARBON BLADE ES™

Carbon Blade ES features flow separation technology to maintain the same 
incredible 70% reduction in wind drag afforded by the original Carbon Blade, 
but with an additional 33% stiffness increase. This makes Carbon Blade ES the 
absolute stiffest stabilizer we have ever measured in the horizontal plane, which 
is critical for optimal aiming and arrow launch, and affords increased vertical stiff-
ness for shooters preferring a higher-frequency feel on the shot. Available in four 
popular target lengths: 24, 27, 30 and 33 inches. The high-damping-rate, super 
stiff Carbon Blade ES is fully compatible with existing Carbon Blade accessories, 
such as Carbon Blade target weights, weight bolts, and dampers, as well as 
FUSE V-bars and FUSE side blade adapters.

CARBON BLADE ES™ SIDE BLADES
Compliment your Carbon Blade ES system with the ideal counterbalance for 
recurve and compound bows. Available in four lengths: 8” (6.1 oz.), 10” (6.5 
oz.), 12” (6.8 oz.) and 15” (7.3 oz.) to perfectly match your Carbon Blade ES 
main blade.

CARBON BLADE ES™ EXTENSIONS
FUSE Carbon Blade ES extensions give shooters a great V-bar platform for ei-
ther the new Carbon Blade ES or the original Carbon Blade. The higher stiffness 
and wider mounting hardware of the Carbon Blade ES extensions decrease even 
more vibration and is a perfect fit for the new FUSE QD V-bar and other FUSE 
accessories. Available in three lengths: 3” (2.3 oz.), 4” (2.4 oz.) and 5” (2.6 oz.)

REO WILDE

BRADY ELLISON



See the following page for ES compatible V-Bars and Off-Set mounts.

CARBON BLADE ES
EXTENSIONS
n 3”, 4” & 5”

CARBON BLADE ES
SIDE BLADES
n 8”, 10”, 12” & 15”
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CARBON BLADE ES 33"
n 10.4 oz.

CARBON BLADE ES 30"
n 9.9 oz.

CARBON BLADE ES 27"
n 9.4 oz.

CARBON BLADE ES 24"
n 8.9 oz.



CARBON BLADE 33"
n 11 oz.

CARBON BLADE 30"
n 10.8 oz.

CARBON BLADE 27"
n 10.2 oz.

CARBON BLADE 24"
n 9.8 oz.
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CARBON SIDE BLADES
n 8”, 10”, 12” & 15”

CARBON BLADE
EXTENSIONS
n 3”, 4” & 5”



CARBON BLADE™

With three times the horizontal stiffness and 70% less 
wind drag than ordinary round stabilizers, Carbon Blade 
is the performance benchmark for the best archers in 
the world. The asymmetric engineered flex pattern of the 
Carbon Blade enhances the absorption of vibration and 
recoil in the vertical plane, and maximizes horizontal plane 
stiffness to maintain control of the arrow launch.

CARBON SIDE BLADES™

Side Blades provide the ideal counterbalance while 
maintaining the aerodynamics of the Carbon Blade 
System. This ensures minimum wind drag and optimal 
inertial control. Custom Blade stainless steel weights 
allow for custom weight distribution. (Side Blades sold 
individually. Available with or without a Doinker® and 3 
oz. of weight.)

CARBON BLADE EXTENSION
Carbon Blade reinforced extensions allow custom 
balancing of V-Bar systems. 

BOWHUNTER FREESTYLE
Competitive bowhunting division shooters looking for 
maximum stability and maximum performance need look 
no further than the 10 and 12-inch Blade BHFS sta-
bilizers. Available in four popular weights, Fuse BHFS 
stabilizers are the ultimate accuracy tool for bowhunter 
category competition.

FUSE QUICK DETACH V-BAR™

The new precision machined FUSE Quick Detach (QD) 
V-bar makes Carbon Blade setup faster and easier than 
ever, with a precise quick-detach mounting system and 
total FUSE quality – including an exclusive, precision 
stainless steel main blade mount. Available in zero and 
10 degree side drop angle with the popular 45 degree 
sweep angle. Also available in a non quick-detach ver-
sion with stainless steel main stabilizer bolt included.

SIDE BLADE ADAPTER
The rock-solid FUSE Side Blade Adapter comes with the 
new QD locking bolt for fast and easy setup. A full, 360 
degree adjustment span makes for outstanding versatility.

RECURVE LIMB BLADE
Specifically engineered for the Paralever Limb Mounting 
System™ to absorb vibration and increase inertia during 
the critical arrow launch sequence. The design allows 
mass adjustment flexibility for discerning shooters.

CARBON BLADE WEIGHTS 
1, 2 and 3 oz. custom stainless steel weights 
are an integral part of the overall aerodynam-
ic and functional performance of the Carbon 
Blade System.

(Extra weights are sold individually). See chart 
for appropriate connector bolt lengths based on 
number of ounces used. Bolts sold separately.

*Supplied Standard with Stabilizer and Side Blade.
 Bolt Specification: 1/4-20  UNF Flathead Bolt

Custom Carbon Blade Doinker available as an 
accessory item.

CARBON BLADE WEIGHT
BOLT SIZE REFERENCE

OUNCES OF WEIGHTS BOLT LENGTH PART NUMBER

1 to 2  1” 824139

2 to 4 1 ¼”* 624140

5 to 7 2” 424141

8 to 9 2 ½” 224142

10 3” 024143

11 to 12 3 ½” 824144

13 to 14 4” 524145

 15 to 16 4 ½” 324146

PACKAGE WEIGHTS PART NUMBER

1 oz. 124147
2 oz. 736958

3 oz. 324655

BOWHUNTER FREESTYLE STABILIZERS
n IN 10” & 12” LENGTHS
n IN 8, 11, 14, & 17 oz.

RECURVE
LIMB BLADE

FUSE QUICK
DETACH V-BAR

SIDE BLADE
ADAPTER



FUSE ACCESSORIES   593 N. WRIGHT BROTHERS DRIVE   SALT LAKE CITY   UT   84116-2887
PHONE: 801.363.2990   FAX: 801.537.1470   WWW.FUSEARCHERY.COM

Note: At the time of production of our 2013 Product Guide, the accessories shown and the information contained had been thoroughly checked for accuracy. However, 
in the event that a typographical error was missed, FUSE reserves the right to notify our dealers and customers at its discretion. Additionally, FUSE reserves the rights to 
modify, change or discontinue products shown in this publication without notice. Doinker is a registered trademark of William L. Leven. Realtree is a registered trademark 
of Jordan Outdoor Enterprises, LTD. Hoyt is a licensed trademark of Hoyt Archery, Inc. Whisker Biscuit is a trademark owned by SOP Services, Inc. FUSE Products manu-
factured under one or more of the following patents: 7,574,811; 7,793,645; 7,793,646; 8,225,778; 5,448,983; 5,850,825; 5,765,536; 5,596,977; 5,595,167; 6,789,536; 
Patents Pending. Ultra Rest is a registered trademark of Quality Archery Designs.


